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Short Description

Product Details:
The modern high performance hard drive often generates a lot of heat.  To ensure that the hard drive will perform over a prolonged period stably,
proper cooling is a must.  Tuniq have heard your voices and introduces the high performance Sanctum HDD Cooler. 

Made from solid aluminum, the Sanctum HDD Cooler offers excellent heat dissipation properties.  The Sanctum is also designed with internal
dampening sponge to effectively reduce the noise generated by hard drive vibration.  When w designed the Sanctum to run cool and silent, we
also made sure that it looked stylish.  We recommend the Sanctum to anyone who is serious about keeping their computer running cool and
stable.

Features

1. 5.25" bay design
2. Suitable for 3.5" IDE / SATA HDD
3. Large aluminum heatsink helps to disperse the heat from HDD
4. High performance thermal pads efficiently transfer the heat to the heat sink
5. Airtight housing design seals the HDD noise in it
6. Electrically insulated thermal pad on the top and bottom side of HDD
7. Suitable for PC, Server and IPC
8. For the best cooling performance, we recommend to use HDDs whose height range is from 23mm to 27mm

Specifications

Material Aluminum Panel / Frame

Color Black / Silver

Application 5.25� Driver Bay

Compatibility 3.5� IDE or SATA HDD (146 * 101.6 * 25.4 mm)

Dimension 148 * 42 * 208 mm

 

 
 

Description

Product Details:
The modern high performance hard drive often generates a lot of heat.  To ensure that the hard drive will perform over a prolonged period stably,
proper cooling is a must.  Tuniq have heard your voices and introduces the high performance Sanctum HDD Cooler. 

Made from solid aluminum, the Sanctum HDD Cooler offers excellent heat dissipation properties.  The Sanctum is also designed with internal
dampening sponge to effectively reduce the noise generated by hard drive vibration.  When w designed the Sanctum to run cool and silent, we
also made sure that it looked stylish.  We recommend the Sanctum to anyone who is serious about keeping their computer running cool and
stable.

Features

1. 5.25" bay design
2. Suitable for 3.5" IDE / SATA HDD
3. Large aluminum heatsink helps to disperse the heat from HDD
4. High performance thermal pads efficiently transfer the heat to the heat sink
5. Airtight housing design seals the HDD noise in it
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6. Electrically insulated thermal pad on the top and bottom side of HDD
7. Suitable for PC, Server and IPC
8. For the best cooling performance, we recommend to use HDDs whose height range is from 23mm to 27mm

Specifications

Material Aluminum Panel / Frame

Color Black / Silver

Application 5.25� Driver Bay

Compatibility 3.5� IDE or SATA HDD (146 * 101.6 * 25.4 mm)

Dimension 148 * 42 * 208 mm

 

 
 

Additional Information

SKU SANCTUM-SV

Weight 2.0000

Color Silver

Device Type Hard Drive cooler

Bay Size 5.25" Bay

Vendor SKU/EAN 6933337309482

Special Price $19.95


